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The clouds gathered overhead,
Over this land of bliss;



The leaves were shaken from trees,
Something was amiss!



Andre, with his grandpa, Dwyane Rock,
Also felt the change,



There hung a sense of foreboding,
It was so very strange!



Beorne, let's get
to work

Alerted to the fall of trees,
Dwayne sent his eagle, Beorne;



To look into the issue,
To check out what was wrong.



Beorne alerted Dwayne to the fall of trees,
To the making of a dam,



And taking animals illegally
To some foreign land.



Beorne, king among animals ,
Came up with a plan



To foil this evil strategy,
To defeat the Destroyer Than! 



Andre and Dwayne sneaked in,
In the dead of night;



Could they rescue the animals?
Free them from their plight?



Unleashing the captive animals,
They turned to go back;



But blocking their way stood,
The fearsome Than!



The elephants, on Beorne's order,
Charged the half-built dam



Causing Than and his followers,
To hastily scram!



Setting the police on Than and co.,
The countryside planted more trees,



To make up for the loss,
Of the ones that had been deceased.



A few years later...



Andre, now a boy in his teens,
His mission he came to pack;



Found creatures singing around the
flourishing forest,

Heaven was restored, it was back.



I am Divyam. I am 14 years old, and reside in India. In my spare time, I write poems, 
 read books, binge-watch series and think up experiments I would like to perform.

 
Nature has been tampered with to such an extent that the end of the world does
not seem too far now. I, myself being an animal lover, have written this book to

establish in this world, a sense of respect towards Mother Nature. I dream of
bringing an impact through my mindful poetry, and hence bring about a blooming

world for all creatures.
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'Heaven Restored' is a story which tells us about the unjust way Mother Nature
has been tampered with, and provides an inkling of the consequences we will

soon have to face.
 It tells a story, in which the protagonist, Andre, foils the evil plans of Than, the

Destroyer, and saves his countryside; a living Heaven on Earth.


